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Feasibility and effectiveness of a worry-reduction training using
the smartphone: a pilot randomised controlled trial
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aHealth, Medical and Neuropsychology Unit, Institute of Psychology, Leiden University, Leiden, the Netherlands;
bClinical Psychology Unit, Institute of Psychology, Leiden University, Leiden, the Netherlands; cDepartment of
Psychiatry, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Worry is an important mediator in the relation between stressors and
health. This pilot-study examined whether a smartphone-based in time
worry-reduction-training was feasible and improved physiological health
(i.e. increased heart rate variability [HRV]). A total of 26 high-worriers
were randomised to an experimental or active-control condition (EC and
CC respectively). Both conditions registered emotions 5 times daily for a
month. The EC additionally received a worry-reduction-training with
mindfulness exercises. Primary outcomes were feasibility and HRV
measured at baseline, after 2 weeks (halfway), and at 4-weeks (post-
intervention). Both training-conditions were feasible and well received.
HRV increased in the EC and CC, but this increase did not differ between
conditions. Preliminary findings suggest that both training-conditions
are feasible and might improve HRV, which is an important predictor of
cardiovascular disease. This pilot study only provided preliminary
evidence, but it laid the groundwork for future randomised controlled
trials that ought to include more participants and a waitlist control
group in order to get more definitive evidence of the effectiveness of
the intervention.
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Psychosocial stress, including work stress, is a common phenomenon in industrialised countries
(European Foundation, 2007, 2012). In a large European-wide survey it was for instance found that
22% of the Europeans experience work stress (Eurofound, 2007). This is concerning as psychosocial
stress is a substantial co-determinant of organic disease, including cardiovascular disease (CVD) (e.g.
Rosengren et al., 2004; Steptoe & Kivimaki, 2013). There is consensus that the negative effect of stress
on health is caused by prolonged physiological activity, like prolonged low levels of heart rate varia-
bility (HRV; Brosschot, Gerin, & Thayer, 2006; McEwen, 1998). HRV refers to the variability in timing
between heart beats and low levels of HRV are predictive of CVD (Hillebrand et al., 2013). One mech-
anism that mediates the negative relation between stress and low levels of HRV is worrying
(Brosschot et al., 2006; Ottaviani et al., 2016). According to the perseverative cognition hypothesis,
worrying prolongs the physiological activity caused by stressful events by continuously thinking
about these events (Brosschot et al., 2006). In a recent meta-analysis, worry was indeed associated
with reduced levels of HRV (Ottaviani et al., 2016). In effect, worry prolongs the activation of the stres-
sor in the mind, thereby increasing its negative effect on health. Finding ways to decrease worry
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might therefore be a good way to reduce physiological activity, which ultimately promotes (cardio-
vascular) health.

Traditionally psychological interventions take place in a clinical or research setting. A crucial ques-
tion has been whether new behaviour routines, which are adopted in those artificial environments,
can be transferred to other contexts (e.g. daily life). Interventions that are given in clinical settings
may produce effective skill acquisition when measured in these settings, but the acquired skills
may not automatically translate to real life (Kalichman et al., 2002). Neal, Wood, and Quinn (2006)
argue that this is comprehensible, because environmental cues that were associated with the “old”
behaviour may still trigger the occurrence of this behaviour. Therefore, training in daily life is con-
sidered critical. To translate this to worrying, which can be considered a cognitive coping strategy
that people habitually use to deal with stress, it is important to repeatedly train people in their
daily lives to cope with their daily stressors in a new way.

A way to train people in their daily lives is by using ecological momentary interventions (EMIs;
Mehl & Conner, 2012). EMIs are interventions that are implemented in the daily lives of individuals
using a mobile device. A meta-analysis found that EMIs can be effective in improving stress,
anxiety, and depression, even when the EMI is not supported by a mental health professional (Ver-
sluis, Verkuil, Spinhoven, van der Ploeg, & Brosschot, 2016). EMIs can thus greatly reduce therapist
time and thereby costs. As mobile phone use is becoming a universal phenomenon, EMIs could
be a good way to reach many people. Therefore, the primary focus was to test the feasibility of an
in time worry-reduction EMI and to test its effectiveness on reducing physiological activity (which
is associated with worry). As primary indicator of physiological activity, ambulatory measured HRV
was used. HRV is typically reduced when people are worrying (Brosschot, van Dijk, & Thayer, 2007;
Ottaviani et al., 2016).

The intervention that we pilot-tested was based upon a self-help intervention that has been used
by Verkuil, Brosschot, Korrelboom, Reul-Verlaan, and Thayer (2011) in a paper-and-pencil format. It
requires individuals to recognise when they are worrying and to address these worries in a pre-struc-
tured way. Participants are encouraged to reschedule the worry to a later point when no immediate
solution to the problem or worry can be thought of. Mindfulness exercises are presented afterwards
to stimulate awareness to the present moment (Kabat-Zinn, 2003). In addition to stimulating aware-
ness of the present moment, these exercises help individuals to become more accepting towards
these present moment experiences. Mindfulness-based interventions are considered effective in
reducing anxiety and depressive symptoms in both clinical and non-clinical populations (e.g. Cava-
nagh, Strauss, Forder, & Jones, 2014; Goyal et al., 2014). Importantly, mindfulness exercises have
been previously used as EMI (for a comprehensive overview of EMI studies, including but not
limited to mindfulness studies, see Versluis et al., 2016). However, few EMIs have been thoroughly
investigated using randomised controlled trials (RCTs).

The present study was designed as a pilot study to investigate the feasibility and the preliminary
effectiveness of this 4-week in time worry-reduction training with five short training sessions per day.
High-worriers were randomised to the experimental condition (EC) or active-control condition (CC; i.e.
registering emotions daily). This way, all participants were under the impression that they received a
training, but the training in the CC did not include the supposed benefits of the specific therapeutic
techniques that were present in the EC (i.e. worry-reduction and mindfulness). Such a CC allowed us
to show that secondary effects – like the act of receiving daily prompts to reflect upon ones emotions
– were not the main cause of potential benefits. Of primary interest was whether the training was
feasible and whether it reduced physiological activity (i.e. increased ambulatory measured HRV).
Additional secondary outcomes were included that can be expected to change due to the training.
Specifically, heart rate (HR) – as second indicator of physiological activity – and trait and state worry
were included. Because mindfulness-based interventions have previously been successful in reducing
anxiety, increasing acceptance, and improving affect, these outcomes were also included.

Finally, it was hypothesised that people are not consciously aware of a substantial part of their
stress-related cognition while it can still have physiological effects (Brosschot, 2010; Brosschot,
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Verkuil, & Thayer, 2010). This so-called unconscious stress can obviously not be directly changed by
an intervention. However, there are reasons to expect that a mindfulness training can reduce uncon-
scious stress. The attentional skills that are learned become automatic, not needing awareness – like
with all skill acquisition (e.g. walking, playing the piano) (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). Unconscious stress was
operationalised as implicit affect (Brosschot et al., 2010) and was represented as an increase in
implicit negative affect and a decrease in positive affect.

Altogether, we expected the EMI (a) to be a feasible intervention and (b) to reduce physiological
activity (i.e. increase HRV) compared to merely registering emotions. Secondly, we expected a
decrease in HR, worry (both state and trait), and trait anxiety in the EC compared to the CC. Moreover,
an increase was expected in acceptance and an improvement in affect (both implicit and explicit) in
the EC compared to the CC.

Method

Design

A two-arm randomised controlled pilot study was conducted between April and June 2014. Partici-
pants were randomised into the EC or CC using a computerised random number generator, which
was operated by a researcher who was not involved in the actual data collection. Each generated
number was put in a sealed envelope and was disclosed to the research assistant after the participant
was included. Participants were unaware to what condition they were allocated. The institutional
review board approved of the study protocol (nr. 4689348773). RCTs that followed this pilot were
registered in the Dutch trial register (i.e. NTR4827 and NTR4758).

Recruitment

Dutch students were recruited via Leiden University or via acquaintances of the research assistants
using advertisements asking for high worrying students who wanted to participate in a worry-
reduction training. To determine whether the training can be clinically effective only high-worrying
participants were included (i.e. to be able to bring about a reduction in worry complaints). In order
to include only high worrying individuals, a cut-off score of 45 or higher on the Penn State Worry
Questionnaire was used (PSWQ; Meyer, Miller, Metzger, & Borkovec, 1990). This cut-off can be used
as a screening for generalised anxiety disorder, a condition that is fundamentally associated with
worry (Behar, Alcaine, Zuellig, & Borkovec, 2003). Participants were excluded if they had a CVD or
received psychological treatment during the study period. Twenty-six participants (69% female),
with a mean age of 26.35 (SD = 8.69), met the inclusion criteria and agreed to participate.

Outcome measures

Feasibility
User-experiences were examined using three forced-choice and four open-ended questions. Three
forced-choice questions were answered using a visual analogue scale (VAS) and one using a Likert
scale. Example: “To what extent did the training interfere with your daily activities?” (scored on a
VAS ranging from “not at all” to “very much”) and “How did you experience the study period?”
(scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “very positive” to “very negative”). An open-ended
example item is “How many minutes on average did it take you to complete a training session?”

Ambulatory measured cardiac activity
The ECG signal was measured for 24 h using the ekgMove sensor (Movisens GmbH, Karlsruhe,
Germany). This sensor is worn on a chest belt underneath the clothes, thereby making it possible
to non-invasively measure ambulatory cardiac activity. The sensor has a resolution of 12 bits, a
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sampling rate of 1024 Hz, and collects a single channel ECG and data on movement acceleration
(using a three-axial acceleration sensor with a sampling rate of 64 Hz). HRV and HR were obtained
from the data using Movisens data-analyzer software (Movisens GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). The
software uses an automated error detection algorithm to process the raw data. The root mean
square of successive differences (RMSSD) was used as an index for HRV, as this is the recommended
index of HRV in studies using ambulatory assessments (Pentillä et al., 2001). HR was computed in
beats per minute (BPM). RMSSD, HR, and movement acceleration were calculated in 30s intervals.
Intervals were excluded when HR was below 30 or above 200 BPM (e.g. Thayer & Fischer, 2008).
Thirty-second intervals were aggregated into hourly averages. Averages were only computed
when the hour contained at least 30 min of valid data points. Mean movement acceleration
(measured in g) was averaged over hourly periods.

Trait and state worry and stressors
The 16-item PSWQ was used to measure trait worry and items were scored on a 5-point scale ranging
from “not at all” to “very typical.” Higher scores indicate higher levels of trait worry. Cronbach’s alpha
was good (i.e. between .82 and .92).

State worry and stressors were ambulatory assessed by asking whether the participant had
worried and whether a stressful situation had been encountered in the previous period (i.e. in the
time period since the last measure) (Verkuil, Brosschot, Meerman, & Thayer, 2012). If participants
had worried, they also had to fill in the frequency and the (combined) duration in minutes of the
worry episodes. Frequency and duration of state worry were used as dependent variables. When par-
ticipants had encountered a stressful situation, they had to report the frequency, duration in minutes,
and severity of the stressful situation on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all severe” to “very
severe.”

Affect
Explicit affect was measured by asking to what extent the participant experienced the four basic
emotions. The happiness-score was used as an indication of positive affect and the average of the
three negative emotions was used as an index for negative affect. The dependent variable explicit
affect consisted only of the explicit affect questions that were answered during the three test days
(scheduled at the start, halfway, and at the end of the training). So, explicit affect questions that
were measured as part of the training were not included. Reliability was estimated using the
method proposed by Cranford et al. (2006). On the three test days, the between-person reliability
was satisfactory (i.e. Rkf between 0.98 and 0.99), indicating that the ratings for explicit negative
affect were stable and suitable to detect individual differences.

Implicit affect was measured with the Implicit Positive and Negative Affect Test (IPANAT; Quirin,
Kazen, & Kuhl, 2009). The IPANAT presents participants with a nonsense word (e.g. SUKOV) and par-
ticipants indicate to what extent that word represents the emotion that is jointly presented. Each of
the six nonsense-words was coupled with six different emotions (i.e. three positive and three nega-
tive). Resulting in 36 pairs and each pair was scored on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “doesn’t fit
at all” to “fits very well.” To measure implicit affect during the day, each nonsense word was presented
at a different moment during the day. The psychometric properties of the IPANAT are satisfactory in
student populations (Quirin et al., 2009). For each test day, reliability coefficients were calculated for
implicit positive and negative affect (Cranford et al., 2006). Implicit affect had adequate between-
person reliability (i.e. positive affect: Rkf between 0.92 and 0.98; negative affect: between 0.71 and
0.91). So, ratings for implicit affect were stable across each day and reflect individual differences.

Trait anxiety
The 20-item trait-form of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory was used to measure trait anxiety (STAI; van
der Ploeg, 1982). Items were answered on a 4-point Likert scale (i.e. 1 = “almost never”; 4 = “almost
always”). Internal consistency was good (i.e. alpha between .92 and .94).
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Acceptance
The extent to which individuals accept their negative internal experiences was measured with the 10-
item Acceptance and Action Questionnaire – II (AAQ-II; Dutch translation: Jacobs, Kleen, de Groot, &
A-Tjak, 2008), which was scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “never true” to “always true.”
Higher scores represent a higher level of acceptance. Internal consistency was good (i.e. alpha
between .89 and .91).

Training

The in time training was administered using the Android-based smartphone application MovisensXS
(https://xs.movisens.com). The content of the application was specifically developed for research pur-
poses by the first author (AV). Collected data is stored via a wireless Internet connection into a secure
electronic environment and can be accessed online. In the application all participants were asked to
register the extent to which they experienced the four basic emotions – anger, anxiety, happiness,
and sadness – using a VAS. The CC was told that repeatedly registering emotions was beneficial
for health and that this was the training. The EC additionally received a worry-reduction training.
This training consisted of answering a series of questions to help individuals focus their attention
on the problem that was bothering them at that moment and to constructively think about it (see
Figure 1). Afterwards, they were directed to the application called VGZ mindfulness coach (https://
www.vgz.nl/mindfulness-coach-app), which offers 41 mindfulness exercises in audio-format. The
exercises cover the central components of traditional mindfulness training; that is, breathing exer-
cises, body scans, and mindful attention exercises (Kabat-Zinn, 2013). An exercise is automatically
selected, however, participants are free to choose another exercise based on their preference or
the duration of the exercise (i.e. varies between 1 and 37 min).

Procedure

An online version of the PSWQ was sent to interested individuals to check whether they had sufficient
levels of traitworry. If so, participantswere contacted and screened for theother exclusion criteria.When
a participant met all the inclusion criteria, a lab-meeting was scheduled in which participants were con-
sented and answered demographic questions. Next, participants received information about the study
schedule (see Figure 2). Specifically, participants completed three test days that were scheduled before,
halfway, and at the end of the training. On these days participants received no training, but completed
different assessments. First, cardiac activity was measured by wearing the ekgMove sensor from 11 am
to 11 am the following day. Second, the questionnaires measuring trait worry, trait anxiety, and trait
acceptance were offered online and participants were asked to complete them. Third, the questions
measuring state worry, stressors, implicit and explicit affect were offered on the smartphone and
were tobe filled in five timesduring theday. TheMovisensXS applicationwasused to trigger theseques-
tions between 11 am and 9.30 pm with a minimum of 45 min between triggers. The application also
randomly triggered the training sessions, which were offered five times a day between 9 am and 9
pm on training days (with a minimum of 1 hr between each training session). As the usual range of
triggers is between four and ten per day (Mehl & Conner, 2012), five was considered acceptable.
Participants were motivated to complete as many assessments and training sessions as possible. The
triggers could be delayed with 15 min or be dismissed. To stimulate response rates, participants were
rewarded 15 Euros when they answered at least 75% of the triggers. Otherwise, they received half
this amount. On the last test day participants were informed that they had to fill in the feasibility
questionnaire on their smartphone at post-intervention (and no reminder alarm was used).

The necessary applications were installed on their smartphone. A smartphone was lent to partici-
pants when they did not own one. Participants were instructed about the correct use of the sensor
and before each test day participants were supplied with a charged sensor.
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Statistical analyses

Multilevel modelling was used to analyze whether the different outcome variables changed over time
and whether this change differed per condition. For every dependent variable two multilevel models
were fitted using the nlme-package in R (version 0.99.484). Model 1 included the predictor time (i.e. 0
= test day 1, 1 = test day 2, 2 = test day 3), thereby making it possible to study how individuals change
over time. Model 2 also included the predictors’ condition and the Time x Condition interaction, to
examine whether the change over time was different between conditions (i.e. 0 = CC and 1 = EC).
A continuous time autoregressive structure was used to account for correlation in neighbouring

Figure 1. Questions as part of the worry-reduction training.
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measures. Models were fitted using a random intercept and slope, thereby allowing the value of the
intercept and slope to vary between participants. Models with convergence problems were simplified
by removing the random slope. Assumptions for all models were checked and considered unviolated.

RMSSD and worry duration data were log-transformed, because the raw data was not normally
distributed. Untransformed means and standard deviations are reported. Models of the cardiac
data were corrected for movement, which accounts for a part of HRV variance.

Results

Descriptive statistics

The total sample consisted of 26 participants (i.e. n = 11 in EC and n = 15 in CC). Demographic charac-
teristics did not differ between conditions (see Table 1). Four participants dropped out during test day
1. Two participants dropped out due to technical errors and two participants stopped when they
became aware that the training lasted for a month (which they had failed to notice this in the
initial information). For these participants no physiological data was available. Demographic charac-
teristics did not differ between non-completers and completers (Table 1).

In the final sample, nine participants were in the EC and 13 participants were in the CC. Demo-
graphic characteristics did not differ between the conditions (Table 1). Mean RMSSD and HR did

Figure 2. Study schedule.

Table 1. Means (SDs) and percentages of descriptive characteristics at baseline.

Variable

Total sample
(N = 26)

Final sample
(n = 22)

Grouped participants Grouped participants
Experimental condition

(n = 9)
Active-control condition

(n = 13)

Gender 69% female 68% female 67% female 69% female
Age 26.35 (8.69) 25.36 (5.22) 25.78 (5.59) 25.08 (5.17)
Stressor frequency 1.37 (0.49) 1.37 (0.49) 1.25 (0.43) 1.44 (0.53)
Stressor duration 34.73 (51.07) 34.73 (51.07) 48.70 (73.86) 26.96 (36.35)
Stressor severity 2.71 (0.82) 2.71 (0.82) 2.80 (0.84) 2.67 (0.87)
State worry – frequency 1.96 (1.05) 1.96 (1.08) 1.87 (1.32) 2.01 (1.02)
State worry – duration 38.63 (53.04) 38.87 (54.90) 36.67 (46.77) 39.98 (60.92)
Trait worry 59.46 (10.12) 58.36 (9.53) 58.67 (9.76) 58.15 (9.77)
Trait anxiety 46.12 (12.04) 45.32 (11.09) 43.33 (9.55) 46.69 (12.22)
Acceptance 41.79 (11.17) 42.50 (10.29) 43.11 (10.61) 42.08 (10.48)
RMSSD 37.39a (27.00) 49.75 (36.64) 28.12 (11.42)
Heart rate 83.13a (10.59) 77.58 (4.54) 87.29 (12.03)

Note: RMSSD = root mean square of successive differences; n = sample size.
aThis variable is significantly different between the experimental and control condition.
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differ, respectively t(19) =−2.18, p = .042 and t(14.84) = 2.56, p = .022. Participants in the EC had a
higher RMSSD and lower HR compared with the CC (see Table 1). Participants completed on
average 10.68 (SD = 3.04; 71%) ambulatory assessments and this number did not differ between
the conditions (t(20) =−0.98, p = .341).

Primary outcomes

Feasibility
Eighteen participants (18/22, 82%) completed the feasibility questionnaire (i.e. nine in EC and nine in
CC). The VAS’s were scored in the expected direction and no significant differences were found
between conditions. The easiness with which assessments could be completed on the smartphone
was rated between neutral and very easy (M = 66.72, SD = 26.85), and the mean level of interference
in the daily lives that participants experienced due to the training or assessments was scored
between “not at all” and “neutral” (M = 39.56, SD = 29.02). All participants filled in the assessments
seriously, with a score close to “very serious,” and those in the EC indicated that the mindfulness exer-
cises were completed seriously. The length of an average training session was 2.00 min (SD = 1.50) in
the CC and 6.33 min (SD = 2.45) in the EC. This difference was significant, with t(16) =−4.53 and p
< .001. The log-data showed that participants completed on average 3.49 (SD = 0.77) training sessions
per day and 94.27 (SD = 21.48) training sessions in total. The number of completed training sessions
per day and in total was not different between conditions, resp. t(20) =−0.74, p = .467 and t(20) =
−0.77, p = .450. Lastly, the majority of participants experienced the study period as positive or
neutral (i.e. 89%).

Heart rate variability
The preliminary findings showed that RMSSD increased significantly over time for all participants
from 37.39 (SD = 27.00) at baseline to 44.26 (SD = 22.42) at post-intervention (with B = 0.04, p
= .005). The time effect remained when entering condition as predictor (B = 0.05, p = .009), but no
Time x Condition interaction was observed (B =−0.02, p = .470). The magnitude of the change in
RMSSD over time, based on the change in RMSSD from pre- to post-intervention, was medium (d
= 0.40).

Secondary outcomes

The following outcomes were reported for exploratory purposes and should be interpreted cau-
tiously considering the small sample size. The models for each outcome are reported in the sup-
plemental file. Table 2 displays the means and standard deviations at baseline and at post-
intervention, plus the within-subject effect size.

Heart rate
Time was not a significant predictor in model 1 and 2 for average HR. This means that HR did not
decrease over time for all participants from baseline to post-intervention, with B =−1.91, p = .192
in model 1 and B =−1.32, p = 0.461 in model 2. The Time x Condition interaction was also not signifi-
cant (B =−1.91, p = .505). The effect size was negligible (d = .002).

Trait and state worry
Model 1 showed that the decrease in trait worry from baseline (M = 58.36, SD = 9.53) to post-interven-
tion (M = 53.09, SD = 13.82) was not significant, with B =−2.70 and p = .057. Model 2 showed that the
decrease in trait worry was not significantly different between the two conditions, with B =−2.72, p
= .335, and the effect of time was not significant (B =−1.58, p = .381). The reliable change index (RCI;
Jacobson & Truax, 1991), which can produce an unbiased estimate of individual change, showed that
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two individuals (i.e. one in EC and one in CC) had a reliable change in trait worry from baseline to
post-intervention.

For worry frequency and duration no significant main effect of time was found in either model 1 or
2 (i.e. worry frequency: resp. B = 0.14, p = .473 and B =−0.001, p = .998; worry duration: resp. B = 0.10,
p = .395 and B =−0.03, p = .816). Moreover, the change over time in worry frequency and duration
was not significantly different between the two conditions, respectively B = 0.56, p = .213 and B =
0.26, p = 325).

In terms of effect sizes, the decrease in trait worry from baseline to post-intervention was medium
(d = 0.41). The effect size for state worry (both frequency and duration) was between small and
medium and in the opposite direction (resp. d = 0.39 and d = 0.33).

Trait anxiety, acceptance, and explicit and implicit affect
None of the predictors in model 1 or 2 were significant for trait anxiety, acceptance, and explicit and
implicit positive and negative affect. So, trait anxiety, acceptance, and affect did not change over time
and the change over time was not different between the two conditions. The effect size was negli-
gible for trait anxiety (d = 0.05), small and in the expected direction for acceptance (d = 0.24), and
mixed for affect. That is, the effect size was negligible for explicit negative affect and implicit positive
affect (resp. d = 0.09 and d = 0.06), and was between small and medium – and in the opposite direc-
tion – for explicit positive affect and implicit negative affect (resp. d = 0.48 and d = 0.32).

Discussion

The aim of this pilot study was to investigate the feasibility and preliminary effectiveness of an in time
worry-reduction training with mindfulness exercises via a smartphone. Results showed that the
implementation of the training was feasible. Specifically, the training (and the assessments) interfered
little with the daily lives of participants, were easy to complete and were taken seriously. On average,
more than half of the provided daily training sessions were completed (i.e. 3.5 of the 5 daily sessions;
70%). In all participants a small to medium increase in HRV was observed from baseline to post-inter-
vention. Contrary to our expectation, however, this decrease did not differ between conditions. More-
over, no effects were found for the secondary outcomes. Specifically, no effect was found for HR,
worry (both trait and state), trait anxiety, acceptance, and affect (both implicit and explicit). Yet
the effect sizes for trait worry and acceptance were small to medium and in the expected direction.

With regard to the primary outcome, our preliminary results suggest that both the in time worry-
reduction training with mindfulness exercises and the emotion registration can have a positive effect

Table 2. Means and SDs for all outcome variables at baseline and post-intervention, and the within-subject effect size across all
participants.

Variable

Baseline Post-intervention

n cohen’s daMean SD Mean SD

RMSSD 37.39 27.00 44.26 22.42 21 0.40
Heart rate 83.13 10.59 83.09 17.16 21 0.002
Trait worry 58.36 9.53 53.09 13.82 22 0.41
State worry – frequency 1.96 1.08 2.44 1.42 12 0.39
State worry – duration 38.87 54.90 39.30 49.00 12 0.33
Trait anxiety 45.32 11.09 44.95 11.29 22 0.05
Acceptance 42.50 10.29 44.27 12.61 22 0.24
Explicit positive affect 62.05 13.87 54.95 21.82 21 0.48
Explicit negative affect 31.03 21.79 29.66 22.50 21 0.09
Implicit positive affect 3.39 0.81 3.33 0.89 22 0.06
Implicit negative affect 2.59 0.56 2.83 0.85 22 0.32

Note: For each outcome a mean and standard deviation (SD) was made using all ratings at baseline and post-intervention; RMSSD
= root mean square of successive differences.

aCohen’s d was used as an estimate of the effect size reflecting pre-post intervention changes.
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on HRV, which is an important predictor of CVD. Nevertheless, an increase in HRV was only expected
in the condition receiving the worry-reduction training. This is interesting as it implies that merely
noticing and registering emotions can have effects on health-related parameters and can thus be
seen as an intervention. This is in line with Ockhuijsen, van den Hoogen, Eijkemans, Macklon, and
Boivin (2014) who found positive effects of emotion registration on anxiety. The experimental set-
up does not allow us to test whether emotion registration on itself can be seen as an intervention,
as a non-treated waitlist control condition is lacking. Future studies with a waitlist control condition
are needed.

On the secondary outcomes no statistically significant results were found. This may suggest that a
4-week worry-reduction training via a smartphone does not improve HR or self-reported psychologi-
cal parameters. However, results (of both physiological and psychological outcomes) and their stat-
istical significance in a pilot study should be carefully interpreted and cannot be taken as guarantee
for treatment success or failure as the sample size is small (Thabane et al., 2010). Nevertheless, a pilot
study is an important first step when developing a novel intervention and can be used to test the
feasibility (e.g. Leon, Davis, & Kraemer, 2011). Given that feasibility testing was one of the primary
aims of this study, it is surprising or paradoxical that a considerable number of participants failed
to complete the feasibility questionnaire (i.e. 4/22, 18%). In other words, the procedure used to com-
plete the feasibility questionnaire was not feasible. The low response rate could be due to forgetful-
ness, because no alarm was used to notify participants to complete the questionnaire – thereby
allowing participants to complete the questionnaire at a preferred time. Participants were informed
– at the start of the last test day – that the questionnaire had to be filled in (and that no alarm was
given). Evidently, this procedure was insufficient and in the protocol for the RCT more emphasis
should be placed on the necessity to complete the feasibility questionnaire and an alarm could be
included as a reminder.

The study did produce useful information about the method to be used to implement an EMI.
There was, for instance, no clear guideline on the number of training sessions that is acceptable
for individuals. As a result, there is a high variability in the number of training sessions in EMI
studies (Versluis et al., 2016). Based on guidelines for ambulatory assessments, this study incorpor-
ated five daily training sessions. The results showed that this is fairly acceptable as 70% of the training
sessions were completed and the training sessions did not negatively interfere with participants’ daily
activities. The study further showed that the randomisation procedure worked, that all answers were
recorded and stored appropriately, and what kind of technical problems could arise (and how they
could be solved). All in all, useful information was gathered that improved the implementation of the
following RCTs.

Apart from the fact that this study was a pilot study with a small sample size, a number of limit-
ations can be thought of. First, we did not obtain feasibility data from all participants, which indicates
that the feasibility data must be interpreted cautiously. Moreover, no feasibility data was obtained
from non-completers. The reasons for dropout could be related to their (potentially negative) experi-
ence with the EMI or to other study characteristics. If this were the case, the feasibility may have been
presented to optimistically. To learn more about innovation failure, it is important to include dropout
participants in the feasibility testing. Nevertheless, this may be difficult as those individuals may not
be motivated to complete questionnaires (once they have dropped out).

A second limitation is that we did not have access to log-data of the mindfulness application.
Therefore, we were unable to examine variation in the use of the mindfulness exercises. This infor-
mation could have helped to examine which exercises were used and whether the extent of the prac-
tice impacted the results. Ideally, one has this information, but in practice this may not always be
feasible when working with commercially available applications (as our mindfulness application).

Another limitation pertains to the randomly triggered training sessions. Using random sampling
has advantages, because there is variation in the timing of the training and this increases the general-
izability of the trainings effect. However, individuals may not always have access to their smartphones
or be able to complete a training session and this could reduce the number of completed trainings
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sessions. To account for this, individuals could delay the training for 15 min. Yet 15 min may be too
short and studies should consider a longer delay period or personalise the training schedule (to suit
an individual).

Despite the mentioned limitations, this pilot study offers an interesting insight; that is, it shows
that it is possible to offer a training on a smartphone in daily life (even when there is no contact
with a therapist). This is relevant considering that the field of mHealth – which refers to mobile
health care – has been expanding and is considered to be the future for delivering (affordable)
mental health care (Kazdin & Blase, 2011; Price et al., 2014). In clinical practice, therapists can use
mHealth for different purposes; for instance, (a) to repeatedly assess treatment progress (and this
information can be used to inform treatment choices), (b) to deliver homework assignments,
psycho-education, or small exercises (like breathing exercises), or (c) to promote adherence by
sending motivational or informative phrases (for more details on how mHealth can be used in clinical
practice, see Price et al., 2014).

In conclusion, this pilot study found that a 4-week in time worry-reduction training via a smart-
phone was feasible. Furthermore, both the group that registered emotion daily and the group that
received the worry-reduction training with mindfulness exercises showed an increased HRV. This
increase did not differ between the groups. No effects were found on HR or on the psychological out-
comes. As small pilot studies are believed to yield biased estimators of effect sizes (Leon et al., 2011),
we believe that it is pivotal to examine the effectiveness of the currently developed, theory-based EMI
in a RCT using the active control group as well as a waitlist control group. Still, the EMI methodology
has a lot of potential, because it is a cost-effective strategy to reach many people. It can also be used
in conjunction with traditional therapy (e.g. to support adherence or to increase therapy effects).
Given the high levels of stress in society, it is important that easy interventions are available and
smartphones offer great possibilities for this.
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